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February 07, 2022

NATIONAL TALENT SEARCH STAGE-II EXAMINATION-2021
Provisional Result

National Talent Search Stage-II Examination was held on 24th October, 2021 in the country. Candidates appeared in this examination may have access to their Provisional Result along with final scoring keys and scanned images of MAT & SAT Papers. In order to access the result you may click the following link.

PROVISIONAL RESULT NTSE-2021

It is further informed that only in case of any discrepancy in Scores obtained may be brought to the notice of the NCERT through email at ntsexam.ncert@gov.in within a period of THREE days. No other queries will be entertained after the stipulated period. Final Result along with Merit Lists will be declared tentatively around 11 February, 2022 upto 5:00 pm.

For any further assistance, the following numbers may be contacted during working days and office hours.

011-26592207 CRC Section, NCERT
011-26567402 NTS-II Section, ESD, NCERT
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